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GENERAL PLAN OF OPERATIONS FOR ATOM BOMB TEST —This diagram, made from an 
Army Air Forces chart of the areas involved in the atom bomb test at Bikini shows the route 
(dash-dot line) and direction (arrows) the atom bomb-carrying B-29 will travel from its base 
at Kwajalein to the center of the target area, the battleship Nevada (circled cross at Bikini'. 
The bombing plane will be followed by a photographic plane and will be joined during the 
dummy run (oval, upper left through Point Baker) by a command plane which will be in 
rharge of the bombing operation. After the dummy run the bombing plane will follow the same 
oval course for the bombing run and after dropping the bomb will return to Kwajalein. Solid 
black line represents the course which two B-29s will take from Kwajalein through Ujae 
and Rongelap to Point Able, dropping two instruments to record the force of the bomb blast. 
Double line is the route of two B-29s which will drop radiological instruments. At Wotho one 
instrument plane will turn north and take station east of Point Tare. The other will continue 
through the bomber’s orbit and take station at Point Love. Broken line indicates the route of two 
C-54 photographic planes from Kwajalein through Point Tare to Bikini where theyy will photo- 
graph the bombing and results. The points Tare. Love. Baker, etc., represent fixed geographical 
reference positions which will be operating points for the bomb test. —AP Wirephoto. 

U. S. Buildings Are No Match 
For Atom Bomb, Report Finds 

By Nelson M. Shepard 
The great majority of the build- 

ings in Washington and other Amer- 
ican cities "could not stand up" 
against an atom bomb bursting a 

mile, and a half from them, a 

boart? of civilian experts warned 
last 'slight. m urging drastic meas- 
ures be taken now to hold down 
losses from a possible atomic at- 
tack. 

In a report to President Truman 
based on scientific studies of the! 
effects of tlip atom bombs dropped! 
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki last! 
year, the experts of the United! 
States Strategic Bombing Survey! 
said "the danger is real • * * the 
findings leave no doubt." 

They recommended wide dispersal j of armed forces, decentralization of! 
industrial and medical facilities,! 
construction of shelters, prepara-! 
tion of evacuation programs and 
erection of more sturdy buildings! 
like those built to resist earthquakes! 
in California. 

Such protective measures, the re-; 
port said, could "substantially re- 
duce the degree of devastation from! 
an atomic bomb and the rate of 
casualties." but they would be only 
"ineffectual palliatives" against sus- 
tained attacks. 

It concluded that "to avoid de- j 
struction, the surest way is avoid! 
war." 

Compared Germany and Japan. 
Franklin D'Oiier, Newark. N. J 

insurance company executive, who 
w-as an Army officer in the first 
World War, is chairman of the 
Strategic Bombing Survey group 
which made the report after detailed 
Inspection of Hiroshima and Naga- 
saki. following an earlier appraisal 
of the effects of "regular bombing 
of Germany. 

The agency that developed the! 
atomic bomb—the War Department's 
Manhattan Engineer District di- 
rected by Ma.i. Gen. Leslie R. Groves 
—made public a parallel report on 
the devastation of the two Japanese 

While the separate reports were 
In general agreement on extent of 
the bomb damage, the civilian ex- 
perts did not bear out an Army 
assertion that each of the atom 
bombs produced a “blasting effect" 
equivalent to approximately 20.000 
tons of TNT as originally estimated. 

The civilian report estimated the 
atomic bomb damage at Hiroshima 
could have been matched by about 
2,100 tons of high explosive, incen- 
diary and antipersonnel fragmenta- 
tion bombs—requiring an attack- 
ing force of 210 B-29s. 

Casualty Rate Unprecedented. 
What stands out at Hiroshima 

and Nagasaki, the report said, is 
the “unprecedented" casualty rate 
from the combination of heat, blast 
and radiation It estimated the 
casualty rate at 32.000 persons per 
square mile in Hiroshima, and 43,- 
000 at Nagasaki. 

The two reports were in accord 
that there is no ground for rumors 
that came from the Japanese that 
some deaths were due to radioac- 
tivity persisting after the atomic 
bomb explosions. This might have 
been "ominously different” if the 
bombs had exploded at ground level 
instead of in the air, the civilian 
report said. 

It attributed 15 to 20 per cent of 
the casualties, however, to "radia- 
tion sickness" caused by exposure to 
the gamma rays liberated at the in- 
stant of the bomb explosion—as 
distinct from “induced" or “linger- 
ing" radioactivity. 

There is reason to believe, it 
added, that if the effects of blast 
and fire had been entirely absent 
from the bombings, this radiation 
would have killed nearly as many 
people within a mile from the bomb 
bursts as actually died from all 
causes. 

“The principal difference would 
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have been in the time of the deaths," 
the report said. "Instead of being 
killed outright as were most of 
these victims, they would have sur- 
vived for a few days or even three 
or four weeks, only to die eventually 
of radiation disease." 

Reproduction Affected. 

Radiation also "clearly affected 
reproduction." although the civilian! 
experts said the extent has not 
been determined. They reported 
signs of an increase in sterility in 
the Hiroshima and Nagasaki areas 
"are to be attributed to the radia- 
tion All known cases of pregnant 
women who were within 3.000 feet, 
of the explosions have had miscar- 
riages. they added. 

The report said adequate shelters 
can be built to reduce substantially 
the casualties from radiation, but 
"unfortunately no exact definition 
of the killing power of radiation can 
yet be given, nor a satisfactory ac- j 
count of the sort and thickness of I 
concrete or earth that will shield' 

It pointed out that at Hiroshima* 
persons in a building 3.000 feet from 
the bomb burst showed effects from 
gamma radiation, while these pro-; 
tected only by wooden buildings at i 
a similar distance suffered from 
radiation disease. 

The civilian survey estimated the 
Hiroshima casualties at 70.000 to 
80,000 dead, with an equal number 
of injured, and those in Nagasaki 
at more than 35.000 dead and some- 
what more injured. The Armv cal- 
culated 66.000 dead and 69.000 in- 
jured in Hiroshima, with 39.000 dead 
and 25.000 injured in Nagasaki 
Most of the deaths were attributed 
to burns. 

Greater Havoc Possible. 
"These casualty rates.” the civil- 

ian report said, "it must never be 
forgotten, resulted from the first 
atomic bombs to be used and from 
bursts at considerable distances 
above the ground. Improved bombs, 
perhaps detonated more effectively, 
may well prove still more deadly.” 

In urging immediate protective 
measures for America, it declared: 

"A wise military establishment 
I 
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will make sure—by dispersal, con- 

cealment, protection and constant 
readiness of its forces—that no sin- 

gle blow or series of blows from an 

enemy can cripple its ability to 
strike back in the samp way or to 
repel accompayinR stacks from air. 
ground or sea forces." 

Despite popular conceptions of the 
strength of American buildings, the 
report stressed that in such typical 
cities as Washington. New York. 
Chicago. Dptroit and San Francisco 
the number of buildings of "blast- 
resistant construction" are insignifi- 
cantly few. It reported only 3.5 per 
cent of Washington buildings meet 
such a test. 

Considering also, the comparative 
population density of New York's 
slum-crowded boroughs, the survey 
said that the casualty rates per: 
square mile in the two Japanese 
titles, applied to the massed inhabi- 
:ants of Manhattan, Brooklyn and 
:he Bronx, “yield a grim conclu- 
sion.” 

Reaction is Typical. 
The study led the experts to be- 

lieve that the buildings in Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki “reacted to the bomb 
much as typical American buildings 
would have." This furnished the 
basis of the warning: 

"The overwhelming bulk of the 
buildings in American cities could 
not stand up against an atomic 
bomb bursting a mile or a mile and 
a half from them." 

Scattered through its findings, 
the group said, are the “clues to 
the measures that can be taken to 
cut down potential losses of lives 
and property” in case of an atomic 
attack on this country. 

Declaring these measures “must 
be taken now” if the cost is not 
too prohibitive, the report advocated 

REMINDER OF PREVIOUS ATOM BOMB “TESTS”—This is a general view of wreckage in the torpedo works at Nagasaki city 
hit by the second atom bomb (luring the war. 

ft program laid down well In ad- 
vance of any possible crisis. 

Such a policy, it pointed out, 
would enable timely decentraliza- 
tion of industrial and medical facili- 
ties. construction or blueprinting of 
shelters, and preparations for life- 
saving evacuation programs. 

Since the science can be mar- 
shalled for the defense as well as 
for attack, the survey felt there is 
•‘reason to hope" that protective 
weapons and techniques will be im- 
proved. It doubted the ability to 
guard adequately against surprise 
or initial attack in view of the speed 
and range of modern weapons. But 
it counceled that "realistic" plan- 
ning well "minimize" the destruc- 
tiveness of such attacks, and so 

organize the economic and adminis- 
trative life of the nation that "no 
single or small group of successful 
attacks can paralyze the national 
organism.” 

Atom Bomb Has Limits. 
Despite its "awesome power," 

studies of the atomic bomb has 
shown that it has limits of which 
wise planning will take prompt ad- 
vantage. the report said 

Tne most instructive fact at Na- 
gasaki was the survival, even when 
near "ground zero"—the point on 
the ground exactly under the bomb 
burst—of the few hundred peonle 
who were properly placed in the 
tunnel shelters. Carefully built 
shelters, though unoccupied, stood 
up well in both cities, and would 
have protected them against any- 
thing but a direct hit. 

Th<- survival of shattered sections 
of Nagasaki suggests forcibly the 
use that can be made of irregular 
terrain—rivers and parks affording 
natural firebreaks and avenues of 
escape. The Nagasaki bomb, the 
more powerful, dissipated much of 
lts energy against hills, water or un- 

occupied areas, while the Hiroshima 
bomb, because of the different char- 
acteristics of the city, achieved "al- 
most optimum effect." 

All this illustrates the value of 
decentralization, the report stressed. 
All major factories in Hiroshima 
were on the periphery of the city— 
and escaped serious damage. Those 
in the vallev at Nagasaki, where 
the bomb exploded, were practically 
destroyed. 

The study said the evidence from 
Japan shows "it is possible without 
excessive expense to erect buildings 
which will satisfactorily protect 
their rontents at distances of about 
2.000 feet or more from a bomb of 
the types so far employed." 

These buildings would diminish 

Painters Put Picture 
Of Rita Hayworth 
On Atomic Bomb 

By tK« Associated Press 
KWAJALEIN, June 29—Sci- 

entists and engineers chris- 
tened the atomic bomb “Gilda" 
today and three painters, 
working from a photograph, re- 

produced on the missile a re- 

vealing likeness of Actress Rita 
Haworth. wearing a low- 
necked black evening gown. 

HOLLYWOOD. June 29 ./p.,— 
Actress Rita Hayworth, whose 
portrait has been painted on 
the Bikini atom bomb, feels so 
honored, she said today, “that 
I still haven’t come down to 

j earth.’’ 
Her studio received a request 

several weeks ago for pictures 
•of the actress and sent several. 

the damage, it said, from even more 
powerful bombs or near misses. It I 
estimated the extra cost at 10 to 15 ! 
per rent. 

Building Suggestions Made. 
Damage could be reduced, too ! 

the report said, by eliminating com-1 
bustible msteriais. using masonry 
for partitions, and avoiding use of j 
glass, tile, or lath and plaster on 
wood. 

The Army reported that the Hiro- 
shima and Nagasaki bombing mis- 
sions were carried out practically 
letter-perfect, asserting: 

"In respect to the height of the 
burst, the bombs performed exactly- 
according to design. The bombs 
were placed in such position that 
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they could not have done more 

damage from any alternative burst- 
ing point in either city, and the 
heights of the burst were correctly 
chosen, having regard to the type 
of destruction it was desired to 
cause.” 

In both cities the blast “totally 
i destroyed" everything within a ra- 

: dlus of a mile from the center of 
i the explosion, except for certain 
reinforced concrete frames 

The fire damage was tremendous, i 
: ■ _ 

the Army reported, creating "fire 
storms" of a wind velocity of 40 
miles per hour in Hiroshima, which \ 
caused the deaths of persons in the 
perimeter who might otherwise 
have escaped Steel frame build- 
ings suffered "severe structural 
damage" up to 6.000 feet from the 
center of the bomb blast. 

The mortality per cent at various 
distances ranged from 93 per cent 
up to 1 000 feet to 1.3 per cent at 
9.000 feet 

Army Prepared to Evacuate 
3 Towns in First Test 

fty A»»ociot#d 

ABOARD U. S. S. APPALA- 
CHIAN. Bikini. June 29— An Army 
officer disclosed today that troop* 
stood by when the atomic bomb 
was tested in New Mexico with 
orders to evacuate a wide area, in- 
cluding El Paso. Tex.. Roswell and 
Albuquerque. N. M.. if necessary to 
protect inhabitants from radioac- 
tivity. 

At that time. Col. Stafford War- 
ren, radiological officer, explained 
scientists did not know what might 
happen after the bomb exploded. 
They feared a radioactive cloud 
might settle over inhabited area* 
and were prepared for mass evac- 

uation, he said. 
Col. Warren declared there wm 

a possibility the non-target fleet 
would have to withdraw 50 to 100 
miles from Bikini Lagoon if the 
-bomb were dropped at a time when 
winds were unfavorable. 

"If we don't get weather as orig- 
inally planned." he said, "and if 
wind direction at upper levels would 
endanger ships, then the ships— 
especially the slow ones—may have 
to withdraw as far as 100 miles to 
insure safety of personnel.” 

He added, however, that this wa» 
only a slight possibility. 

Firearms were introduced into 
Europe by the Mongols in the 13th 
century. 
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COMPLETE FM PORTABLE 

TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING SET 

at about 1/8 original cost! 

Here's an Army Surplus 10-meter FM radio 
offered for the first time at a reasonable 
cost, brand new in original overseas pack- 
aging. These are the specifications: Range, 

, 5 mile (voice); weight, 45 pounds; 18 

operating tubes; frequencies, 27.0 to 38 9 

megacycles; Army designation SCR 619. 

Complete, ready to oper- 

ate, with all equipment 
listed (right)_ 

| ALL THIS INCLUDED— 
in original govt, catei 

• 1 BC 1335 Receiver and 
Transmitter 

• 1 FT 506 Mobile Rock i 

• 1 FT 505 Pockboard 

• 2 CH 291 Bottery Boxes 

• 6 BB54A Batteries 
• 1 AB15 Antenna Most Bose 
• 1 Set Transmitting Ant Rods 

• 1 Set Receiving Antenna Rod; 

• 1 MP74 Mast Bose 
• 1 T17 Microphone 
7 spare tubes, spare vibrator, 
connecting cables, carrying 
bogs, including 2 operating 
crystals, operating manuals. 

OTHER SURPLUS EQUIPMENT for amateurs and experimenters: 
PE219 Battery Charger-$9.50 CS137 Spare Crystal Carrying Case. $1.95 
BB54A Plastic-Case Battery_$1.95 T17 Microphone, with cord and 

* plug _$2.95 
, 

CH291 Battery Box -$2.95 Extra Crystals_T_$1.49 
ALL MATERIAL BRAND-NEW AND GUARANTEED 


